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Abstract

bit is a collection of small scripts and programs that facilitate many common tasks in bioinformatics. It operates in a Unix-like command-line environment and is comprised of bash and python code. bit is openly available on GitHub, archived with Zenodo, and is conda installable. The package is useful for users who want to do things such as manipulate fasta files, calculate GC content, quickly summarize nucleotide assemblies, easily download assemblies from NCBI just based on accessions, pull amino-acid sequences from GenBank files, calculate Shannon uncertainty for columns in multiple sequence alignments, and more. The source code is hosted on GitHub: github.com/AstrobioMike/bit
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Introduction
There are of course several great and widely used packages of bioinformatics helper programs already available. Some of these include the likes of seqtk, fastX-toolkit, and bbtools – all of which I use regularly and have facilitated goals I was trying to accomplish. But there are always more tasks that crop up that may not yet have a helper program or script already written to accomplish them. **bit** is a collection of small scripts and programs that were not written for any single piece of research work. Rather it is a collection that has been built (and is still being built) over several years. Anytime I need to write something to perform a task that has more than a one-off ad hoc use, something I end up using frequently, I consider adding it to the **bit** package. Some programs are light wrappers that extend and/or simplify the utility of existing software (like taxonkit and goatools); many are written in Python leveraging the Biopython module (e.g. programs to summarize assemblies, calculate gc content, calculate Shannon uncertainty per column in multiple sequence alignments, pulling amino-acid sequences from GenBank files); and many are bash scripts to do things like download any assembly in

```bash
# looking at help menu
$ bit-dl-ncbi-assemblies -h

----------------------------------------- HELP INFO -----------------------------------------

This program downloads assembly files for NCBI genomes. It takes as input assembly accessions (either GCA_* or GCF_*) and optionally a specification of which format to download. For version info, run 'bit-version'.

Required input:
- [-w <file>] single-column file of NCBI assembly accessions

Optional arguments include:
- [-f <str>] default: genbank
  Specify the desired format. Available options currently include: genbank, fasta, protein, gff, feature_tab, report, stats.
- [-j <int> ] default: 1
  The number of downloads you'd like to run in parallel. Write speeds can become problematic generally with around 15 or more, so a max of 12 will be used to be safe even if more are requested.

Example usage:

bit-dl-ncbi-assemblies -w ncbi_accessions.txt -f protein -j 4

# creating an input file holding the wanted accessions
$ printf "GCF_000005845.2\nGCA_000008865.2\n" > wanted-accessions.txt

# viewing file just made
$ cat wanted-accessions.txt
GCF_000005845.2
GCA_000008865.2

# running program
$ bit-dl-ncbi-assemblies -w wanted-accessions.txt -f fasta -j 2

Targeting 2 genomes in fasta format.

DONE!

# viewing new output files
$ ls *.gz
GCA_000008865.2.fa.gz GCF_000005845.2.fa.gz
```

**Figure 1.** Example accessing the help menu and using the program for downloading genome assemblies from NCBI.
different file formats from NCBI just by providing a list of wanted accessions. It is a rather random collection, but it is of convenience to many users.

**Methods**

**Implementation**
The package is written in Bash and Python (3+), and is built to run in a Unix-like environment.

**Operation**

*bit* is packaged in conda, which serves as its primary means of installation. All dependencies are handled by the conda installation, but they include: python v3+; biopython\(^6\) v1.7.9+; pybedtools\(^7\) v0.8.2+; GNU parallel\(^8\) v20211022+; pandas\(^9\) v1.3.4+; entrez direct\(^10\) v16.2+; taxonkit\(^11\) v0.9.0+; goatools\(^5\) v0.8.12.

**Use cases**

All commands are prefixed with ‘*bit*’ and so can be seen by typing that and hitting tab twice. Each comes with a help menu by running the command with no arguments or with ‘*-h*’. In Figure 1 is an example with the program for downloading genome assemblies from NCBI by providing accessions.

**Software availability**

Source code available from: https://www.github.com/AstrobioMike/bit.

Archived analysis code as at time of publication: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3383647.

License: GNU GPL v3.0.
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